Many studies have been carried out to investigate what makes up good quality software. Some of the early models that define the quality of software come from Boehm (1976) and McCall (1977). Works in this field of quality models have traditionally focused on quality of the final software product. Since the 1970's models of software have been used and this has recently attracted much attention through the popularity of model-driven software development (MDSD). However, quality of software models has rarely been considered 
introduction
Despite the fact that the notions of good quality software have been around since four decades ago, many software companies are still struggling to get their software product into production without numerous defects. Defects can be interpreted as deviation from specification or expectation (Fenton & Neil, 1999) .
Since defects will eventually affect the operation of software as the final product, the discussion on defects cannot neglect the notion of software quality. In general terms, the notion of quality is the absence of defects. Thus, if defect means deviations from specification or expectation, we can perceive quality as a conformance to specification and requirements/expectations.
In their search of qualifying aspects in software quality, computer scientists have come up with quality models that are generally constructed by quantitative approaches. Two of the most renowned quality models came from the work of Boehm, Brown, and Lipow (1976) and McCall, Richards, and Walters (1977) . Boehm's quality model is shown in Figure 1 .
While quality models are generally more focused on the quality characteristics of the final software product, many efforts have been devoted to prescribe standard procedures and processes so that eventually software will have the quality attributes as have been defined in many quality models. In this regard, SEI (Software Engineering Institute) has come up with the Capability Maturity Model (CMM) that is currently becoming the de facto standard in the area of software process improvement to achieve good quality software (Runeson & Isacsson, 1998) .
The CMM prescribes five evolutionary stages, i.e. Initial, Repeatable, Defined, Managed, and Optimizing, which indicate the maturity level of an organization's software process. The CMM is particularly important to mention here because it defines software quality assurance as one of the key process areas in CMM level 2. The key components of the CMM's quality assurance is the presence of review and audit to assess the compliance of software process and the resulted products to a defined standards and procedures from which manager can react upon.
Another quality model that deserves attention is the ISO 9126. This quality model is based on McCall's model. Figure 2 illustrates the ISO 9126 quality model.
Below are the main two concepts that are important in concluding our discussion on software quality. Figure 3 visualizes how these two concepts are put into the perspective of software development:
1. Software quality model is a set of software quality characteristics and their associations. These characteristics are generally quantifiable so that eventually a quality model can be a basis for assessing the quality of software products. Consequently, the nature of quality models is more product-oriented, i.e. in the form of final software product or transitional products of certain phases in the software development lifecycle. 2. The effort to assure that software will have certain quality attributes have led to the emergence of the so-called Software Quality Assurance. Instead of focusing merely on the products, SQA also put emphasis on the procedures and activities to assure the quality of the final products. It defines sets of activities or procedures to monitor and control a product during its development lifecycle so that at the end it will possess the expected quality attributes. Figure 3 shows a software development lifecycle where each phase delivers a milestone that can be assessed in terms of its quality. These assessments can be quantitative in nature (e.g. using metrics) or qualitative through informal assessments such as peer review though the former is generally more preferable since it provides more objective and measurable results. Nevertheless, in order to be effective, these methods or techniques have to be organized into a well defined procedures and activities. These procedures and activities for instance, may prescribe guidelines in reviewing or auditing products, reporting the results, and following-up the recommendations. The quality assessments together with the procedures of how they must be done, reported, and followed up are essentially the very notion of software quality assurance.
Having discussed all the above notions, the main purpose of this chapter is to provide a discussion on how the efforts on managing software quality vary in theory and practice. However, special attention is given particularly on the effort in managing the quality of UML models. The structure of this chapter is as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the contemporary methods for design quality assessments. In Section 3 we discuss a case study of quality assurance in UML modeling. Subsequently, future trends, conclusion, and future research direction will be discussed in Section 4, 5, and 6 respectively.
conteMporary MethodS for deSign Quality aSSeSSMentS
As the focus of this chapter is on design quality assurance, i.e. the activity to monitor and control design's conformance to requirements and specifications, in this section we will discuss the methods and techniques for maintaining the quality of software design. From our observation in the literature, we identified three mainstreams in design quality assessment: design measurements, design inspections, and the use of formal methods. Thus, in the following passages we will further explore these approaches in terms of methods, characteristics, and how they can improve the quality of software designs. 
Quality Models for uMl Models
A framework for quality of UML models was proposed by . This quality model differs from the traditional models of Boehm, McCall and the ISO 9126 in that it considers UML models as an intermediate product of software development that derives it quality from the degree by which it supports other software engineering activities. Figure 4 depicts Lange's quality framework of UML models.
A related, but more general approach to defining the quality of software models is the approach proposed by Lindland, Sindre, and Sølvberg (1994) . Their approach distinguishes three categories: syntactic, semantic and pragmatic. As such these criteria are not directly related to any specific goal, nor to any specific modeling notation. Leung and Bolloju (2005) have specialized this framework to evaluate UML models produced by novice software engineers.
design inspection
Fagan's seminal work (Fagan, 1976) laid the very foundations of current software inspection methodologies. Inspection was defined as a formal, efficient, and economical method of findings errors in design and code, and which main aim is to detect and correct defects as close as possible to the point where they were created. He proposed that software inspection must be performed continuously and defects found in every intermediate product should be corrected, and meet the exit criteria before the products can be handed over to the next phase of the process. Fagan also stresses the importance of people who perform the inspection, i.e., moderator, author, reader, and tester, and the process of the inspection. Table 1 provides a summary of the phases in Fagan's inspection process and their main objectives (Fagan, 1986) .
Additionally, it is worth noting other quality assurance method, namely walkthrough. Walkthrough is very similar to inspection except that it does not practice repeatable process and data collection (Fagan, 1986) . Thus, walkthrough can be considered as an informal inspection.
The Development of Inspection Methods
One of the problems with inspection is that the defects found are often trivial or cosmetics in nature (Laitenberger, 2002) . This might be due to inexperienced reviewers or the absence of clear guidelines in the inspection process (e.g., uncertainty of which types of error to find). Additionally, the study from Dunsmore, Roper, and Wood (2001) revealed that most reviewers perform assessment in a sequential order. It is presumed that with this approach contents at the end of a document would not get as much attention as those at the beginning of the document.
Nowadays there exist variances of inspection methods that were proposed to improve the effectiveness of inspection in finding defects. Table 2 provides a comparison of six well-known inspection methods and Fagan's, based on the study of Aurum, Petersson, and Wohlin (2002) . The black bars (except that of Fagan) indicate the phases in which the listed methods have proposed improvement from Fagan's inspection. For instance, Active Design Review (Parnas & Weiss, 1985) proposed different approach in the preparation and the inspection meeting.
Reading Techniques
This section focuses on reading techniques that aid reviewers to effectively inspect and find defects in software artifacts. Reading technique is "a series of steps or procedure which purpose is to guide an inspector in acquiring a deep understanding of the inspected software product" (Laitenberger, 2002) . As noted previously, the way a reviewer reads a document is influential to the effectiveness in finding defects. Recalling the previous example, when a document is read sequentially it might be that the contents inspected later will get less attention as the attention level of a reviewer is degrading over time. With the above definition, Fenton suggests that when we measure an entity, we actually measure the attributes of that entity. We do not measure a car, but we measure the attributes of a car, e.g., height, width, speed, acceleration, or weight. Understanding the attributes of an entity helps us to understand the entity better. For the same reason, measurement is increasingly being applied to software designs. In general, design measurement is the application of measurement to a design artifact. By employing measurement to a design we can characterize and describe certain aspects of the design in quantitative terms. However, design artifacts, e.g., UML models, are only intermediate products of a software system. Therefore, the application of design measurement is primarily aimed at understanding, predicting, controlling, or improving the quality attributes of the final software product.
The emphasis of this chapter is on quality assurance of UML designs. Therefore, for the rest of this section we restrict our discussion to object-oriented design measurement.
object-oriented design Metrics
The practices of measurement in software design have been primarily revolving around the use of metrics (Chidamber & Kemerer, 1994) . We can define design metrics as some measures of design properties. The importance of design metrics is highly related to the necessity to assess software quality properties as early as possible in the software development process. This is primarily beneficial since the ability to fix defects earlier will be less expensive than to fix them later in the development process. By measuring the characteristics of an object-oriented design, it is expected that the quality attributes of the final software product can be predicted and/or improved. In this respect, previous study by Briand, Wüst, Daly, and Porter (2000) and Abreu and Melo (1996) investigated the relationships and impacts of object-oriented design metrics on software quality.
The most renowned design metrics to date originate from the work of Chidamber and Kemerer (1994) . They developed six object-oriented design metrics that are still widely used in various design measurement activities nowadays. Table  2 .4 provides brief definition of these metrics.
Many of these metrics have been the subjects of further investigation to reveal their relations with system quality attributes such as reliability, maintainability, and understandability. The work 
Checklist
More systematic way of assessing a document. Some questions are formulated and must be answered by reviewers.
Active Design Review (ADR)
This method requires active involvement from the reviewers (e.g., writing code fragment of models) in addition to answering review questions.
Scenario-based Reading
Using scenario to guide inspectors in detecting defects. Each reviewer uses different, systematic techniques to search for different, specific classes of faults.
Perspective-based Reading
Focus on the point of view or needs of the customers or consumers of a document. Thus this method encourages quality assessments from various perspectives.
of Briand, Daly, Porter and Wüst (1998) investigated the relation of object-oriented metrics with the probability of fault detection in system classes. Likewise, the work of Basili, Briand, and Melo (1996) validated Chidamber and Kemerer's metrics as predictors of error-prone classes. ElEmam, Melo and Machado (2001) proposed a prediction model of faulty classes using objectoriented metrics. Harrison, Counsell, and Nithi (2000) specifically investigated the impact of inheritance to the maintainability of object-oriented systems. Although the above previous works confirmed the usefulness of metrics in predicting quality attributes such as maintainability and reliability, there are some well-known cautions for using them. Metrics seldom provide a complete explanation of a quality property. As stated by Harrison, et al. (2000) for instance, DIT metric does not provide us with a complete view of the inheritance hierarchy of a system--thus, DIT metric alone does not provide clear explanations of system quality attributes such as maintainability or understandability. Additionally, researchers regularly find a correlation between a metric and a quality property, but this does not necessarily provide a causal explanation. See the work of Fenton and Neil (1999) for further observation in this particular issue.
With the potential of metrics for predicting some quality aspects of object-oriented systems, employing them for monitoring and controlling design quality will be beneficial. However, this activity will be quite time-consuming if performed manually. Although there exist many tools that support metrics evaluation from code, few have been developed to analyze design metrics, e.g., SDMetrics (www.sdmetrics.com) and MetricView (www.win.tue.nl/empanada/metricview). These tools can read XMI files produced by UML CASE tool in order to calculate metrics values of UML design documents. With the metrics data of the designs, further design quality analysis can subsequently be performed.
the use of formal Methods for design Quality assessment
In the previous sections we have discussed design inspection and design measurements as methods Response for a Class (RFC) The number of methods that can be potentially executed in response to a message received by an object of that class.
Lack of Cohesion in Methods (LCOM)
The degree of similarity between methods in a class. The similarity is determined by the use of common instance variables.
to assess the quality attributes of design documents. In this section we discuss the application of mathematically rigorous approach to assure design quality. The term formal methods refer to the use of mathematically based techniques for describing system properties. Using formal methods, people can specify, develop, and verify systems in a systematic, rather than ad hoc, manner (Wing, 1990) . One of the features formal methods have to offer is preciseness in design specifications. It is argued that the imprecise semantics of most current object-oriented methodologies and graphical techniques often leads user and analysts to ambiguous interpretation, which at the end results in the introduction of defects (Aleman & Alvarez, 2000) . In this particular respect, many works, e.g., from France, Evans, Lano, and Rumpe, (1998) and from McUmber and Cheng (2001) , have been devoted to formalizing object-oriented design notations, to increase their preciseness. It is promised that with a formalized modeling notation, UML models become amenable to rigorous analysis, e.g., consistency check within and across models (France et al., 1998) .
A study that proposed a method and techniques for checking the consistency of UML model comes from the work of Engels, Kuster, Heckel, and Groenewegen (2001) . He proposed a method for specifying and analyzing consistency of object-oriented models, particularly with respect to their behavioral aspects. For this purpose a tool called Consistency Workbench (Engels, Heckel, & Kuster, 2003) has been developed. The consistency checking is performed using partial translations of models into a formal method, through which the formulation and verification of semantic consistency conditions are possible.
Another attempt to create more precise UML models was performed using the OCL (Object Constraint Language). The OCL is part of the UML standard and was introduced to enforce the creation of more precise and unambiguous models. An experimental investigation conducted by Briand, Labiche, Penta, and Yan-Bondoc (2005) reported that OCL could significantly improve engineer's ability to understand, inspect, and improve UML models. Provided that the use of OCL requires intensive user training, it has become a consideration as to what degree the benefits of using OCL can offset the efforts and costs for the necessary training.
Another use of formal methods with regard to quality assessment is verification. Two wellestablished approaches to verification are model checking and theorem proving (Clarke & Wing, 1996) . Model checking has been primarily used in hardware, protocol verification, and, also, to analyze software specifications. Theorem proving, on the other hand, is increasingly used in the mechanical verification of safety-critical properties of hardware and software designs (Clarke & Wing, 1996) . With regard to object-oriented design, the study from David, Moller, and Yi (2002) proposed a formal verification of UML state charts. The work of Traore and Aredo (2004) proposed to include model-based verification into structured review.
Although the use of formal methods to specify and verify design artifact offers high precision and correctness, there seems to be few works have been devoted to examine its effectiveness and benefits in the industry. For instance, the work of Pfleeger and Hatton (1997) revealed that there is no compelling quantitative evidence that formal design techniques alone produce a higher quality of code than informal design techniques. Additionally, they also learnt that formal specification and design are effective under some but not necessarily all circumstances.
To improve the practicality of formal methods, some important developments have been done, which include the introduction of more userfriendly notations and more comprehensible feedbacks of the model analysis results (Heitmeyer, 1998) . The advance of formal methods into this direction is very beneficial because the existence of methods and tools that can encapsulate the complexity of formal methods will improve its practicality and acceptance in the industry.
Modeling conventions
Another approach to enforce a good quality design is the use of modeling conventions. As with programming conventions, modeling conventions provide some rules or guidelines to guide designers in creating models of a system. Although this approach is not as popular and mature as programming conventions, an empirical study of the effectiveness of UML modeling conventions conducted by Lange, DuBois, Chaudron, Demeyer (2005) shows that the use of modeling conventions might potentially reduce defects in UML models. Ambler (2005) also provides thorough guidelines of how to create more effective UML diagrams.
Some pitfalls of using modeling conventions exist. As with other types of conventions, the commitment from people who use them is vital. In order to assure user commitment, it was also proposed that conventions must be tailored to a particular context and created by those who will use them. Additionally, an overly specified modeling convention may distract designers from addressing the main solution in the first place. Thus, modeling conventions must be concise yet effective to avoid common mistakes and inefficiencies in modeling. Table 5 provides a summary of design quality assessment methods that we have discussed in this section.
a caSe Study on Quality aSSurance in uMl Modeling research context and Scopes
The findings discussed in this paper come from case studies and a survey. The case studies were conducted in two IT organizations in the Netherlands, whereas the survey was performed online and includes several IT organizations from the Netherlands as well as from other countries. For confidentiality purpose, in this paper we will not 
Design Quality Assessments Descriptions
Quality Models for Software Models Describe important model quality attributes and their relations with the quality of the final software product.
Design Inspection
Design inspection includes methods and techniques to detect and remove defects in software models.
Design Measurements
Focus on the attempts to measure and quantify some measurable attributes of model entities. It is believed that by doing so will allow better control and prediction over the quality of the final software product.
Formal Methods
Formal methods provide more rigorous approach of assessing model quality. It uses mathematical techniques to verify the quality of models.
Modeling Conventions
Modeling conventions focus on the enforcement of conventions and rules in modeling. Having these rules or conventions, designers are expected to develop more consistent and complete software models.
mention the names of those organizations. One of the two companies within which the case studies were conducted has diverse application domains that include finance, insurance, e-government, and space. The other company mainly focuses on e-government systems.
As we have mentioned earlier, the main purpose of this chapter is to investigate how software developers manage the quality of UML designs. To this aim, we examined four software projects from the above two organizations. These software projects vary in size, status, and their engagement with off-shoring activities. Nevertheless, all of the projects were using UML in specifying the software design. Table 3 .1 provides an overview of the project's characteristics.
The projects were chosen based on three main criteria. First, those projects to a large degree were using UML in specifying the design. Second, the projects were chosen because of the availability of information sources--for instance, many of the project members are still working in the company, thus information and clarifications can be obtained relatively easy. Finally, the projects used UML CASE tool to create the design. Many CASE tools now support UML data exchange through XMI. Given this support, it was possible to export the UML data to other tools for further analysis.
Although none of the four projects has fully adopted a full-fledged model-driven development approach, one project was, to a certain degree, using automatic code generation from UML models. The rest of the projects mainly used UML models to communicate system designs to software developers.
research Questions and research Methods
The main research question we wanted to answer in this case study is as follows:
"How do software developers manage the quality of UML models?"
To answer this question, we started by investigating how UML is used in software development. The investigation involves exploring issues and problems related to the use of UML in software projects, particularly with regard the management of design quality. We provide further discussions over the issues in the sections that follow. In this study we conducted three types of data collection, namely interview, survey, and UML design artifacts collection. The interview was mainly intended for designers, although in fact we also performed interviews with developers and project managers. The interview was semi-structured, wherein the same set of questions were asked to all interviewees. The questions were grouped into four categories: 1) project context, 2) the use of UML in the project, 3) design quality assurance in the project and, 4) the use of UML tooling. All of the interviews were tape-recorded, and subsequently transcribed. In total we interviewed fifteen people from all the projects.
The survey was primarily aimed at software developers. It was conducted online and the participants were not limited to the two organizations studied in this case study. At the end we received 65 participants from various IT organizations originated from 10 countries.
The collection of project artifacts was focused on UML design documents and inspection documents. Although the interviews involved designers and developers from all the projects, because of confidentiality reasons we could not have access to the UML design artifacts of Project 4. This has prevented us from conducting further design analysis for this particular project. Nevertheless, we decided to use the results of the interviews with the project members when necessary and relevant.
issues and challenges in Managing uMl design Quality
The essence of model-driven development lies on two fundamental aspects-that is, raising the level of abstraction and raising the level of automation in developing software (Selic, 2006) . Higher level of abstraction allows more focus on problem domains rather than on implementation domains. On the other hand, code generation enables automatic model translation into code. Nevertheless, the practice of model-driven development varies. In the most pragmatic approach, models are used to generate code; once the code has been generated the models are seldom concerned. More rigorous approach not only uses models to generate code, but also keep the models updated as the code changes. In the fully automated approach developers only work with models and never directly deal with the implementation code (Selic, 2006) .
The issues discussed in this paper primarily relevant to the practice of model-driven development where not all of the implementation code is automatically generated; hence software developers still have the role in writing some portions of the code or solving code integration issues. In fact, to the best of our knowledge this practice is the most commonly observed in the industry.
From our investigation, many software designers regard UML design quality as important. In bringing up the issue of design quality in the discussions with software designers, we introduce two aspects that we believe pertain to the quality of a UML design:
• The proportion and completeness of UML designs •
The design -code correspondence
The Proportion and Completeness of UML Designs
Design completeness is related to the decisions taken by software designers in modeling a software system--that is, the degree to which a design specifies the required elements of a system being developed. For example, designers might choose to model certain parts of a system while hiding others. This is sometimes done proportionally, which takes into account certain aspects of those parts. This practice is very common because ex-haustively modeling all parts of a system takes considerable time and modeling effort. The notion of design proportion emphasizes the presence of conscious decisions with regard to completeness in modeling. Use cases, for instance, are one of the units of analysis to determine proportionality. In this respect, designers might decide not to model CRUD (create, retrieve, update, delete) use cases in their design. When there is no particular reason that can explain the absence or existence of some system parts, it is very likely that design proportion is not taken into account in the modeling process.
According to Lange's framework in Figure  2 .1, maintaining design completeness is primarily related to the purposes of prediction, implementation, and code generation. As the framework suggests, design completeness influences prediction, implementation, and code generation. These three concepts are part of the use of models in development phase. In other words, in development phase design completeness is particularly important for the purpose of quality prediction, basis for (manual) implementation, and code generation.
One aspect of design completeness concerns the consistency between diagrams. In capturing a design it is common to use multiple diagram types. Each diagram type captures the same design from different angle or perspective. For instance, in describing how the functionality of a use case is realized in an object-oriented design, we can use a sequence diagram to depict the interaction between objects, and a class diagram to capture the structure and relationships of the object's classes. The use of multiple diagrams leads to overlapping design elements, e.g., a method that exists as a message in a sequence diagram also appears as a method of a class in a class diagram. These overlapping elements, if properly specified, increase the consistency amongst diagrams and add to the clarity and preciseness of the concept or design construct being specified. Figure 5 provides an illustration of the above description.
As Figure 5 illustrates, a use case that is present in a use case diagram must have a corresponding sequence diagram(s) describing its dynamics. Likewise, classes that are mentioned in a sequence diagram must also be present in the corresponding class diagram. A higher degree of completeness can be achieved by modeling additional diagrams to add clarity to a design construct. In elaborating a use case for instance, instead of only modeling sequence diagrams, which show only the ordering of messages, a designer can also model collaboration diagrams to show the links and interactions between objects.
As there can be many factors that influence the decisions of design proportion and completeness, our main question in this respect is:
"What is the main rationale behind the practice of creating proportionate and complete UML designs?" Additionally, we also sought to answer the following question:
"How do developers experience the degree of design completeness in their projects, and how do they prefer proportion and completeness realized in a design?"
The Rationale Behind Design Proportion and Completeness
From the interviews that we have performed, all designers agreed that they should not model all parts of a system in an equal level of detail. To give an overview of what designers regard as the main rationale behind their decisions to design a system in particular level of details, in Figure 3 .2 we illustrate the main factors and their influences to the design decision-making process.
In Figure 6 we point out three main factors behind the decision toward design proportion and completeness: comprehensiveness, simplicity, and time constraint. Comprehensiveness is the drive to design a software system as clear as possible. A client for instance, may require a system documentation that covers all main functionalities in great details. Additionally, implementers of a design might also ask for more extensive designs.
Figure 6. Rationale behind design proportion and completeness (©2007 Ariadi Nugroho. Used with permission)
In this respect, designers are encouraged to create more complete and comprehensive designs.
The second factor is simplicity. In designing a system designers generally try to be as concise and simple as possible and yet try to capture the essence of the solution. In this regard, we identified two qualifications that are commonly used by designers in justifying their decisions to model certain parts of a system:
• Component complexity: Complexity reflects the level of difficulty of certain parts to be understood and, later, implemented. Hence, the need to focus on more complex parts of a system is to make sure that other parties (e.g., implementers) can easily understand difficult design constructs.
•
Component importance: Designers model certain system elements because of its criticality to the functioning of a system. Designers want to make sure that these important elements are understood and implemented correctly to avoid system failures.
The last factor is time constraint. As with any other phases in software development process, design activities must be performed within a certain time frame. Thus, designers must make economical choices in order to assure that designs have an appropriate degree of completeness and are delivered within the scheduled time.
As illustrated in Figure 6 , designer's design decisions can be somewhere within the design decision spectrum, which consists of two extremes: comprehensiveness and simplicity. These two factors have influence on the design decision as if pulling it to be leaning toward their respective sides. It is generally the case that designers will create a design as concise and simple as possible. On the contrary, other parties, e.g., implementers, may ask for more extensive designs. Here, designers must accommodate the requests by increasing the level of detail. Nevertheless, in doing so designers must also take the third factor, time constraint, into account. designer's design decisions are polarized between being comprehensive and concise at the same time; and time constraint seems to be the determining factor in justifying the right balance.
Developer's Experience on UML Design Proportion and Completeness
In order to understand developer's experience with regard to UML designs completeness, we present the findings from a survey that we have conducted. In analyzing the data, we decided to also include responses originated from sources outside the companies being studied in order to increase the representation of the results to a broader population.
The first finding concerns the degree of completeness of UML designs. We asked developers to rate (on average) the degree of design completeness in their projects. The results in Figure 3 .3 reveal that nearly half of the respondents, 49 percent, rate the degree of UML design completeness in their UML projects as somewhat low. Further, 18 percent of the respondents rate the degree of completeness as low; and only 15 percent and 9 percent of the respondents regard the degree of completeness as somewhat high and high respectively. Finally, only 7 percent of the respondents opted low for the degree of completeness of UML designs in their projects.
The next finding is especially related to design proportion. While in the previous section we investigated designer's design decisions with regard to design proportion and completeness, here we present developer's preference over the level of details in UML designs. We asked developers to indicate their agreements over four statements that reflect different approaches of designing a software system as shown in Table 3 .2 For each statement, we asked developers to indicate their agreement: disagree -somewhat disagree -neutral -somewhat agree -agree. The results are given in Figure 8 .
The results in Figure 8 show that the majority of the respondents agree that complexity and criticality of system components should be the basis of determining the level of detail, i.e., more complex or critical parts should be given more emphasis. This is shown by the fact that 55 percent and 63 percent of the respondents agree on the second and third statements respectively (See table 7). For the last statement, which suggests freedom for developer to determine implementation details, 35 percent of the respondents agree, whereas slightly lower, 33 percent, express somewhat agree. Although in total these figures account for 68 percent of the respondents leaning toward an agreement, the high percentage of those opted for somewhat agree may indicate that there is uncertainty amongst developers as to what extent the freedom can be exercised. Lastly, the first statement, which suggests equality of details for all system parts, is not very popular amongst developers. Forty percent of the respondents disagree and 26 percent somewhat disagree on the idea to specifying all system parts in an equal amount of detail.
The above findings show that in principle developers believe that a UML design must concentrate on certain design elements, which are selected based on their characteristics of complexity and importance. This is obviously consistent with designer's perspective on design proportion and completeness discussed earlier.
Yet, the finding in Figure 7 also reveals that 49 percent of the developers participated in our survey still consider the degree of completeness of UML designs in their project as somewhat low. Thus, this again confirms the importance of designer's role in finding the right design decisions, which include paying attention to feedback from other parties such as developers.
The Model: Code Correspondence
In the previous section, we have discussed how software designers and developers thought and dealt with the issue of design proportion and completeness. In this section the issue of design -code correspondence will be discussed. We first introduce the notion of correspondence and subsequently address the issue in practice.
At the level of classes we say that a class or group of classes in an implementation corresponds to a class in the model if the former class(es) implement(s) the latter. There is a high degree of correspondence between a UML model and an implementation if a large percentage of the elements of the model, in particular classes and associations, corresponds to elements of the implementation. There are several reasons for maintaining model -code correspondence. First, a software design is often a representation 
Labels Statements
Equal details for all parts All parts of a system should be specified in an equal amount of detail.
Focus on complex parts
Different parts of a system should be specified in a level of detail that is proportional to the complexity of the parts being modeled.
Focus on critical parts
Parts that are more critical for the functioning of the system should be specified in more detail.
Programmers determine details A model should explain how the system works, but allow programmers freedom to determine implementation details. When an implementation deviates from its designs, there is a risk that the implementation will not satisfy the requirements. Second, the model is a roadmap for understanding the implementation. A model provides a high level overview from which it is easier to understand the big picture. This information is chiefly beneficial for understanding systems in their maintenance phase, e.g., for adding or changing functionality. If there is low correspondence, then the model cannot serve this purpose. Hence, if there are good reasons to change an implementation, then these changes must be reflected back into the model --otherwise it becomes obsolete. Lange's framework in Figure 2 .1 also depicts correspondence as a characteristic that influences comprehension of a system. When a model is obsolete--no longer corresponds to the code, we lose the main benefit of model as a source of architectural information. Figure 9 gives an illustration of model -code correspondence between model and implementation classes. It shows how three classes from the model, i.e., letterClass, aClass, and bClass are exactly mapped into their implementation classes. The correspondence can be recognized from their similarity in properties such as name, operation set, attribute set, or relations. Nevertheless, there is a class in the model without a clear corresponding class in the implementation, i.e., cClass. Likewise, there are three implementation classes that have no corresponding classes in the model. Considering its association to bClass, it may be the case that cClass has evolved or changed into the zClass in the implementation. Class bb1Class and bb2Class, however, seem to be introduced in the implementation.
Until now, only few methods and techniques have been proposed to maintain correspondence. One of the latest works we can find in the literature proposed the use of a metric based on inter-module couplings (CMB) to assess software design (Tvedt, Costa, & Lindvall, 2002) . Earlier works in this subject include the works from Sefika, Sane and Campbell (1996) , Antoniol, Caprile, Potrich, and Tonella (2000), and Murphy, Notkin, and Sullivan (2001). However, despite the scarcity of methods that aid software engineers, present UML CASE tools, such as IBM Rational (XDE and Rational Software Architect) and Poseidon, have introduced an automated round-trip engineering feature that promises to maintain the design (i.e., UML models) in sync with the implementation code. As we 
Designer's Attitude towards Correspondence
When we asked software designers about design -code correspondence, most of them confirmed its importance. From the designer's point of view, we identified two main perspectives with regard to correspondence. The first perspective views correspondence as applicable only for some significant elements of a system. Here, too, we encountered the notion of disproportion, which is considered in maintaining correspondence. The second perspective views correspondence as another form of traceability. It suggests that a correspondence is satisfied as long as elements in an implementation can be traced back to the models.
Nevertheless, there is an opinion against the practice of maintaining correspondence. The main argument was that maintaining correspondence is time consuming. It was argued that the most important thing is to make sure that the implementation meets the requirements.
Although there are different opinions amongst designers as to what degree correspondence should be enforced, most designers believe that a higher degree of correspondence contributes to the quality of the final software product. This is particularly shown by developer's opinion: by maintaining model -code correspondence, design decisions are consistently conveyed down to the implementation. At the end, this will result in a software system that reflects the decisions taken during the analysis and design phase.
Method Used in Maintaining Correspondence
From all the projects we studied, there is no special method used in maintaining model -code correspondence. Most designers mention manual review, i.e., manually inspect the actual implementation code and update the UML model when there are changes, as an approach to maintain correspondence. Some also mention that they requested developers to inform any changes in the implementation so that necessary modification to the corresponding models can be performed. In project 4 we identified a practice of using naming convention to ease correspondence checking. For instance, the names of classes in the implementation must remain the same as in the model.
The use of manual review to check model -code correspondence is in fact popular amongst software engineers. From our survey, as shown in Figure 10 , 46 percent of the responses indicate the use of manual review. This figure is still higher compared to the use of reverse engineering and roundtrip engineering together (38 percent). This shows that the use of systematic methods to maintain correspondence is still less common than the use of manual review. The result also shows that a small number of responses, 14 percent, indicate the absence of activity to maintain correspondence.
Although the result of our survey also confirms manual review as the most commonly used approach in maintaining correspondence, there is no evidence as to explain the effectiveness of this method compared to others. Nevertheless, there are two reasons that might explain the popularity of manual review amongst software engineers. First, although some UML CASE tools already support the round-trip engineering features, we recognized that many designers are reluctant to use them because of their immaturity. Second, manually checking the correspondence between source models (reverse-engineered code) of a large system and its models is a delicate and tedious activity. More advanced tools are required in order to perform the activity effectively and efficiently.
Strictness in Correspondence for Different Constructs
To investigate the extent to which developers value correspondence, we asked developers to indicate how strict certain UML design constructs should be implemented. We asked software developers to indicate how strictly they thought the following statements should be applied:
•
The package structure in an implementation should correspond to the package structure in the design.
The dependencies between classes in an implementation should correspond to the dependencies between classes in the design.
• The inheritance relations in an implementation should correspond to the inheritance relations in the design.
The names of classes and methods in an implementation should correspond to names in the design.
The order of method calls in an implementation should correspond to the order of messages in the design.
The results of this questionnaire are shown in Figure 11 . These results show that maintaining correspondence of inheritance relations is often regarded important to be strictly applied-that is, 46 percent of the respondents confirmed. Somewhat less, 27 percent of the respondents chose somewhat strict for this statement. However, in total (73 percent), the percentage is slightly lower than that of maintaining dependency relations, which accounts for 78 percent-that is, 38 percent and 40 percent for strictly and somewhat strict respectively. The correspondence of class and 
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Percentage of responses method names follows in the third place with 32 percent for strictly and 33 percent for somewhat strict. Next, the correspondence of package structure with 30 percent for strict and 32 percent for somewhat strict. Finally, the correspondence of method-call order accounts for 27 percent for both strict and somewhat strict. Also note that this statement has the highest percentage (25 percent) for somewhat loosely or loosely applied.
The above findings show that developers regard inheritance and dependency relations as should be followed more rigorously than the other UML design constructs. For instance, developer's conformance to these constructs surpasses the conformance of class and method names. This is especially interesting because class and method names are the most obvious elements to trace model-code correspondence. Although prioritizing inheritance and dependency relations is understandable-misapplying both concepts in an implementation can cause high coupling between objects, there has to be similar awareness that lack of class name correspondence might also damage system maintainability.
Further, our study of the project's UML design artifacts revealed that the level of detail used in modeling might be a factor that contributes to the strictness of implementing it. Models with a low level of detail leave more freedom for developers to implement. This, for instance, applies to trivial classes and methods such as getters and setters. Additionally, in models with a low level of detail package structures are often either not taken into account or not organized according to implementation considerations. This is particularly the case with Project 2 in which models are packaged according to their use case associations.
The Relation between Design Completeness and the Degree of Strictness in Maintaining Model -Code Correspondence
As with level of detail, we believe that the degree of model completeness also has consequences on developer's strictness in implementing design constructs-that is, the higher the degree of completeness of a model, the higher developer's conformance is to a design. To explore this assumption, we performed a correlation analysis between the strictness of implementing design constructs and the average degree of UML design completeness (shown previously in Figure 8 ). Table 8 indicates the correlation between the average degrees of UML design completeness in software projects and developer's strictness in implementing various design constructs. We can see from the table that, except for the package structure, the strictness in implementing all of the design constructs is significantly correlated with the degree of UML design completeness. The table reveals that the strongest correlation exists between design completeness and the strictness of implementing class and method names. Yet, this only accounts for 16.9 percent (R square = 0.169) of the variability in the strictness of implementing class and method names--hence other factors account for 83.1 percent of the variability. Although the correlation coefficient does not indicate the direction of causality, we believe that model completeness affects developer's strictness in implementing modeling constructs.
Although the above findings seem to confirm our assumption, please note that design completeness is only one of the factors that might drive developer's strictness in implementing a design. It contributes for 16 percent, 13 percent, 10 percent, and 7 percent for the strictness in implementing class and method names, the order of method calls, inheritance relations, and dependency relations respectively. Other factors may include the level of detail used, developer's experience, tool support, and so forth. Nevertheless, this is an indication of how design quality affects developer's conformance to a design.
techniques and Methods in design Quality assurance
In this section we discuss the methods and techniques that are used in practice to assess the quality of the UML models. In this respect, we especially focus on the methods used to assure design completeness and proportion as well as model -code correspondence.
Peer Review as an Assessment Method for UML Design Documents
Of the four projects being studied, all have a 'formal' approach to inspect UML design documents. In assessing the quality of the models these projects used review checklists. This review process is normally performed by architects or other experienced designers--this is why the process is also called peer review. Nevertheless, having reviewed the checklists, only the ones from Project 1 are proven to have comprehensively assessed the quality properties of the designs documents. Apart from these checklists, we did not see any well-defined inspection process. The process seems to be informal wherein checklists are created and given to some inspectors who later come up with feedbacks about the model. From Project 1's design review documents, we identified some interesting checkpoints that are related to model completeness and proportion. These checkpoints were drawn from three design checklists, i.e., design model, design subsystem, and design class, out of seven design checklists that were available (we found that these checklists were adopted from the RUP -the Rational Unified Process -design review checklists). Table 9 shows a selection of design checkpoints that are relevant to the issue of model proportion/ completeness and design -code correspondence. In the design model, i.e., checkpoint 1 -4, the checkpoints are somewhat in a high level. They suggest how in general the modeling practice must be performed. Recalling the rationale behind model proportion and completeness discussed 
1.
The model is at an appropriate level of detail given the model objectives.
2.
The model's use of modeling constructs is appropriate to the problem at hand.
3.
The model is as simple as possible while still achieving the goals of the model.
4.
The design is appropriate to the task at hand (neither too complex nor too advanced).
Design Subsystem
5.
Each operation on an interface realized by the subsystem is utilized in some collaboration.
6.
Each operation on an interface realized by the subsystem is realized by a model element (or a collaboration of model elements) within the subsystem.
Design Class
7.
The class satisfies the behavioral requirements established by the use-case realizations.
8.
The demands on the class (as reflected in the class description and by the objects in sequence diagrams) are consistent with the class's state machine.
9.
Class names follow the naming conventions specified in project design guidelines.
10.
The state machine and operations completely describe the behavior of the class.
11.
Each operation is used by at least one use-case realization.
12.
All relationships of the class are required to support some operation of the class.
13.
The role names of aggregations and associations describe the relationship between the associating and associated classes.
earlier, the checkpoints in the design model really reflect designer's opinion to be selective in modeling. For instance, checkpoint 1 and 2 are very relevant to the notion of proportion in modeling, i.e., appropriately using amount of detail and modeling constructs by taking into account the objectives and problems being addressed by the model. The remaining checkpoints, except for checkpoint 9, are related to model completeness at the diagram level. They generally suggest that certain design elements in a diagram must have corresponding elements in the other relevant diagrams, e.g., checkpoint 7: a class must satisfy the behaviors of its instances in use case realizations (sequence diagrams). Further, checkpoint 10 suggests completeness in a class level by introducing state chart diagram to describe the behaviors of a class. Nonetheless, of all the review checkpoints observed, only checkpoint 9 that is somewhat relevant to the notion of correspondence. It suggests the use of class naming convention in the model. This is particularly true because without introducing class-naming conventions early in the design phase, the risk of having poor model -code correspondence might be higher.
The review checklists we discovered from the other projects are basically focusing at the same themes: simplicity, understandability, and completeness. However, an interesting practice that we encountered in Project 4 is to maintain code traceability by enforcing the use of use case references in the implementation code. In this project, this practice is assessed and required as an exit criterion for the code unit review. This kind of practice is claimed by one interviewee to be common in identifying the links between designs and implementation.
Tool Supports in Design Quality Assurance
All the projects we studied used UML CASE tools from IBM, i.e., IBM Rational XDE and IBM Rational Software Architect (RSA). In terms of model completeness, these tools offer some basic checking features. For instance, Rational XDE prevents designers to manually add or edit the class reference of an instance in a sequence diagram. For this purpose, the tool provides an automatic referencing mechanism to the existing classes, thus preventing designers from creating inconsistent models. We believe that this kind of features also present in other UML CASE tools like Rational Rose, Power Designer, and so forth. Moreover, as with other tools, Rational XDE and RSA also provide model validation features that will warn designers when certain UML models are incomplete, e.g., operations in a sequence diagram that do not exist in the corresponding class diagrams.
In terms of model -code correspondence, both Rational XDE and RSA offer a round-trip engineering feature. With this feature designers can create UML models of a system and subsequently generate the code elements. Developers can then add implementation details and modify the code elements as necessary. Eventually, to get the actual picture of the implementation code, designers can reverse engineer the code back to the model. With this feature, model -code correspondence can be improved and maintained.
Despite the above features that are available in most present UML CASE tools, we were interested to understand the extent to which the tools/features help in maintaining model quality. Surprisingly, when asked about how the tools help in assuring the quality of UML designs, most designers expressed their disappointments. Most of the disappointments, however, are not related to the role of the tool in maintaining model quality, e.g., the usability and stability of the tools. Nonetheless, some designers stated that they had difficulties to use the round-trip engineering feature. It was not easy for them to have it set up and running. At the end, the feature was never used.
In spite of the above facts, few designers indeed mentioned that the tools do help because they can validate the UML models they have created. One designer who was using Rational XDE to develop a .NET application, especially liked the integration of the tool with Visual Studio .NET. It gave him an integrated development environment for both designing and coding the application. This also implies that it was easier for the designers and developers to keep the code and model consistent.
Although many UML CASE tools like the ones from IBM Rational have provided useful features to assure the quality of the UML models, there is no clear evidence that explains how effective those features are in practice. This is especially true if we consider some designer's experience in setting up the round-trip engineering features. Moreover, as far as model completeness is concerned, the use of model validation or verification will not be effective if the UML designs are in low level of detail where many details are hidden for simplicity reason. Running the validation tool in this particular situation will only result in hundreds of meaningless errors and warnings.
Some Reflections over the Issues
In the previous sections we have discussed the issues of design proportion and completeness as well as model code -correspondence and how software designers and developers thought them and dealt with them. In this section we highlight what we have learnt from these studies.
Realizing Complete and Proportional Designs
We have learnt that time constraint is almost always a determining factor in any software development activities. Thus, creating exhaustive models of a software system might be at odds with the schedule. Nevertheless, this should not be a justification of being over-simplistic in modeling. The fact that most developers still regard the degree of model completeness as somewhat low also supports this argument. Thus, software designs must be proportionally complete, meaning that designers must strategically choose which aspects to be modeled more extensively in order to capture the most appropriate level of abstraction. To our knowledge, the design inspections performed have addressed little, if any, issues of completeness and proportion. In fact, of all the projects we studied, only one project found to be quite aware of these issues.
The above evidence has led us to the following recommendations. First, the level of completeness and proportion targeted in a project should be established in dialogue between the creators and users of the model. This dialogue must be established early enough in order to help designers estimating and targeting the most appropriate level of abstraction that meet the identified constraints, such as time schedule and developer requests. Second, design inspection must be applied in a way that it will assure design completeness and proportion. The use of checklist for instance, can be improved in such a way that it also captures multiple perspectives in a particular project, e.g., implementer's-, tester's-, and maintainer's perspectives. By understanding the needs of the users of the models, inspection checklists can then be tailored to address the required aspects.
More Rigorous Approaches toward Correspondence
In this study, we found that designers and developers agree on the importance of model -code correspondence. In spite of this fact, we did not see any well-defined activities or procedures to enforce correspondence in the projects we studied. We learnt that this might due to the following reasons. First, most designers and developers put more emphasis on more general types of correspondence, e.g., correspondence to requirements, than a specific, low-level type of correspondence, such class or method names. Second, it is often the case that developers receive models in a low level of detail. This encourages developers to conform only on modeling constructs that are more resilient or less likely to change, e.g., inheritance and dependency relations. Finally, the features in current UML CASE tools that might help maintaining correspondence, e.g., reverse engineering and round-trip engineering, are not yet mature. This tends to discourage designers and developers to spend their time and effort to set up and use them.
Considering the above factors, we recommend the following approaches. First, maintaining correspondence is not necessarily time consuming and tedious activity. By introducing class-naming convention early in the design phase for instance, the correspondence of model and code can be improved. Second, integrating correspondence checking with code inspection activities might give more insights to designers and/or architects over deviations in an implementation. Inspectors can perform this activity relatively cheaply and easily by comparing model and code metrics with tools like SDMetrics and DICTool (Opzeeland, 2005) . Finally, given its importance, the notions of maintaining correspondence should be transformed into a well-defined activity, which later can be integrated with the software development process.
In summary, techniques for assessing model quality and model -code correspondence are immature. Also, activities for quality assurance of models are generally not or poorly integrated in development processes.
future trendS
We identify the following future trends in quality assurance of models. The first trend concerns broader application of formal methods in model quality assessments. Formal methods allow more rigorous assessment of quality checking of models. As noted earlier in this paper, the advance of formal methods has enabled assessments of models to be executed by people without advanced mathematical knowledge, which is mainly attributable to the presence of more user-friendly tools that can automate the process and encapsulate the complexity of analysis in formal methods. Therefore, future trend in this direction would be toward the integration of formal methods into CASE tools, which will also foster the application of more formal quality assessments of models in software development process.
Other trend in the area of quality assurance of models is the use comprehensive model testing. While many model validation approaches generally focus only on behavioral aspects of models, comprehensive model testing provides better assessments by taking into account other views of models (e.g., static structure). This is particularly important since the behavior of a system will be constrained by its static structure, which in the UML is specified in class diagrams. The work of Pilskalns et al. (Pilskalns, 2007) for instance, proposed a method that integrates multiple UML views, generates an integrated model from it, generates test cases of the model, and finally executes the model on the test cases. Thus, future quality assessments of models with model testing will not only take into account the behavioral aspects of models (e.g., behavioral consistency), but also involve broader aspects of models such as their static structure.
Additionally, we underline the importance of the findings of this study for quality assurance of models. The notion of design proportion is very practical for selecting the candidates for automatic generation. Automatic code generation requires design elements to be more formally and precisely modeled. However, not every design element deserves low-level of abstractions. Only those that can be beneficial for automation are eligible for comprehensive modeling (Mellor, Clark, Futagami, 2003) . In this chapter we have discussed two of the candidates: 1) complex design elements and, 2) critical design elements. The benefit of focusing on complex and critical design elements for code generation is two-fold. First, automating the generation of complex design elements can reduce the complexity for implementing them.
Second, automatic generation of critical design elements can assure that the implementation is addressed correctly, hence mitigating the risk of system failures. These will consequently result in increased productivity and improved software quality.
One of the challenges in model-driven development is the traceability of design artifacts (Aizenbud-Reshef, Nolan, Rubin, & Shaham-Gafni, 2006) . With immense design documents created during development, manually maintaining and tracking changes amongst related design documents can be tricky and tedious, especially when models are created with different CASE tools. The practice of checking correspondence with tool support can somewhat reduces this traceability problem. As with checking model -code correspondence, checking the links amongst models can be performed by comparing some design element properties, such as classifier names or metric profiles. These data can be exported from CASE tools in XMI format (currently available in most UML CASE tools). By linking design artifacts based on their similarities, we can track changes that occur in models as well as compare different versions of models.
concluSion
In this chapter we reported the main findings from our case study into quality assurance of model-based software development. The results are based on four UML projects from two IT organizations in the Netherlands. Additionally, we also reported the findings from an online survey we have performed. Both the case study and survey were aimed at investigating issues related to the management of model quality. Further, this chapter also provides a discussion on contemporary design quality assessments methods. We explored the use of design inspections, design measurements, and formal methods for the purpose of inspecting quality attributes of design documents.
From the case studies we identify the following findings:
• Both designers and developers agree that a model must be proportional and complete--that is, design elements that are important and complex must be modeled more extensively than the trivial ones. Furthermore, we learnt that modeling decisions are influenced by three factors: 1) the drive for being simplistic, 2) the drive for being comprehensive, 3) time pressure. The decision concerning proportion and completeness is eventually a compromise between these three factors.
• Although most designers agreed that model -code correspondence is important, few attempts have been performed to maintain it.
• Despite the fact that most designers agreed on the importance of model quality, few considerations have been given to develop well-defined design inspection processes to assess model quality. So far we only see the use of checklists to inspect design documents without clear procedures or guidelines that guide the activity.
•
We discovered that the level of detail and the degree of completeness of models might affect developer's strictness in implementing them. Both a low level of detail and a low degree of completeness tend to result in low conformance in implementing modeling constructs. Additionally, we suspect that these also contribute to the ineffectiveness of UML CASE tools used to perform model validation.
future reSearch directionS
For future works, we encourage more research to be directed toward the development of frameworks that will aid designers in justifying their modeling decisions. Particularly with regard to the issue of design proportion and completeness, we have not seen any clear guidance that can be used to effectively address the issues. Relevant checklists that were found merely cope with the issue in a general way. Hence, frameworks that provide well-defined guidelines and measurements of model proportion and completeness will contribute to the practice of maintaining the quality of software designs. With regard to the issue of model -code correspondence, we particularly underline the absence of well-established and effective methods to maintain model -code correspondence. In this respect, it is well known that current methods and tools to maintain correspondence often suffer from their delicacy and ineffectiveness. Thus, future work in this area is required to define which types of correspondence need to be preserved, their implications, and ways to measure them. Having addressed these questions, further work should be carried out to develop correspondence assessments methods and techniques accordingly.
Finally, further investigations must be carried out to disclose the factors that can improve developer's conformance to a model. We have discovered that the level of detail and the degree of model completeness are two of the potential factors that influence developer's strictness in implementing modeling constructs. (2000) . Exploring the relationships between design measures and software quality in object-oriented systems, The Journal of Systems and Software, 51(3), 245-273. Leung, F., & Bolloju, N. (2005 
